November 12 & 13, 2021
By Zoom & In Person
Friday night, November 12, 7:30 pm AZ/MST by Zoom:
Erik Roth: Vesta – the Sacred Hearth Within
TO REGISTER go to www.tucsonastrologersguild.org/2021-events Use the PayPal button to pay the fee.
Members $10 Non-members $15 Gaelchilson@gmail.com will send you the link to the Zoom.
Contact us if you wish to make arrangements to pay by check or credit card: 520.216.0217,
info@tucsonastrologersguild.net Members of TAG will receive a link to the recording afterwards.

Shamanic Astrologer Erik Roth, uncovers the mysteries of the asteroid Vesta in astrology and
simplifies our understanding by utilizing the rich material known about this asteroid. Almost a planet in its
own right, Vesta is the only asteroid we can see with the naked eye. Vesta symbolizes our "sacred hearth
within" like an inner archetypal pulse or rhythm that supports our life purpose. In this presentation, Erik will
discuss Vesta's relationship pattern with the planet Saturn and how it can bring the sacred into our lives.
You will learn what Vesta means in your own chart and the importance of Vesta transits and returns. Vesta
Returns are powerfully special as they typically coincide with our first two Saturn Returns.
BIO: Since 2010, Erik M Roth has been providing astrological services as a shamanic astrologer, teacher and
author. He served 9 years (2012-2021) as the Managing Director of the Shamanic Astrology Mystery School.
Author of Sacred Hearth Within: Vesta in Astrology
Erik has also co-created a new webinar series, Behenian Stars Online Course, with fellow astrologer, Cayelin
Castell that explores the alchemy and archetypal, magical/ceremonial qualities of the stars, planets and
astrology. This has been a natural outgrowth of Erik’s ongoing vision quest of understanding the nature of
who and what we are as souls inhabiting Earth as a physical body.
Inspiral Nexus Astrology: Websites: inspiralnexus.com , mystaralchemy.com
e-mail: inspiralnexus@gmail.com Phone: 971-404-7117 FB: https://www.facebook.com/InSpiralNexus
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCW6afx3F9oq0t68wT8v8PXA
Vesta Book: https://www.amazon.com/Sacred-Hearth-Within-Vesta-Astrology/dp/173338667X/

Saturday, November 13, 12:00 pm
Potluck Social and 2:00 pm Workshop about Ceres
at the home of Gael Chilson, 15000 S Mission Road, Sahuarita, AZ 85629
Please register by emailing gaelchilson@gmail.com or info@tucsonastrologersguild.net
Donation of $10 for those who stay for the workshop appreciated.
Ceres was promoted to dwarf planet status when Pluto was demoted. They have been linked together in
mythology for thousands of years. Astronomical information has come to light that shows Ceres was drawn
into the the asteroid belt from the area of the solar system where Pluto resides, by Jupiter’s gravitational
pull. We’ll discuss the myth and the meaning of Ceres in our charts. We’ll also be looking at the synodic
cycles, the overtones and how we can apply them to cycles in our lives. Taught by Gael Chilson.

